An ever-increasing list of molecules is under consideration as intercellular messengers m the nervous system. nTe most widely applied chemical classification of messengers divides them into three categories (amino acids, monoamines and peptides). In any given brain region these three categories tend to be present in molar ratios/unit mass roughly three orders of magnitude apart (tmol/mg protein, nmol/mg protein and pmol/mg protein, respectively). If these ratios of content reflected relative frequency of the sites of synaptic transmission where each category acts, one wonders whether frequency of use reflects functional importance? Are the less frequently employed messengers in any way unique? Are excitation and inhibition the only kinds of synaptic signal transmitted or are a few basic kinds of messenger response mechanisms elicited by many different messenger molecules? In short, are there any underlying principles involved in the transmitters and their circuitry? I hold the view, detailed more fully elsewhere (Bloom 1984) , that there must be underlying principles of neuronal connectivity, and that these principles connote specific functional operations that can help decipher the ongoing interactions between ensembles of neurons in the behaving brain. This paper reviews recent developments underlying such formulations.
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Neurotransmitter identification
The major thrust of most post-World War II central transmitter research was aimed at identifying 'the' transmitter for specific synaptic junctions. The rules for such work were relatively straightforward, and electrophysiologically based. The transmitter candidate had to be 'present' in a region of the CNS in which the synaptic connection was to be studied. Its effects on extracellularly recorded discharge rates, and intracellularly recorded trans-membrane changes, had to replicate the effects of the selective activation of the synaptic pathway down to the ionic equilibrium potentials towards which the transmitter candidates and the intrinsic pathways would drive the membrane properties of the neuron. When appropriate synthetic agonists or antagonists were available, simulating or blocking the responses of the target neuron to the transmitter candidate and to the actual process of transmission confirmed the identity pharmacologically.
The broad armamentarium of drugs available to manipulate the central monoaminergic systems, as well as the detailed structural information available from their cytochemical localizations, greatly facilitated their presumptive identification as transmitters before the more ubiquitous amino acids gained this status. However, the unique morphology of monoaminergic neuronswith a highly divergent axonal arborizationand their unique electrophysiological actions -altering membrane potential without increased ionic conductance (see Foote et al. 1983 for recent reviews), required a conceptual alteration in the logical criteria of a neurotransmitter.
Peptides are the most recently studied chemical category of transmitters. It is now clear that specific peptides fulfil all the logical criteria required to identify them as 'the' factors by which specific neurons of the hypothalamus regulate the secretion of specific adenohypophyseal '1ased on Pharmacia Lecture (Guillemin 1978 , Guillemin et al. 1982 or execute the functions of the neural lobe (Buijs & Van Heerikhuize 1982) . However, most of the other known peptides of the central or peripheral nervous system lack rigorous identification as transmitters in general or as messengers for specific synaptic connections. The strongest case has been advanced for substance P for certain dorsal horn sensory afferents (see Nicoll et al. 1980 for review) . In general, the other peptides are accepted as likely interneuronal messengers because of: (1) immunocytochemical evidence which associates them with specific pathways (often then containing more than one potential transmitter substance; (2) more general neurochemical evidence showing that these peptides are released from neuronal sources by voltage-sensitive and Ca-dependent processes; and (3) occasionally by evidence from ligand-binding displacement assays (Iversen 1983 , Snyder 1980 suggesting the existence of functional receptors.
Because the list of putative neurotransmitter chemicals is no longer short, and the range of actions broad, I question the tacit assumption that all synaptic messenger molecules are functionally equivalent regulators of 'excitation' or 'inhibition', and have looked for principles by which to compare them.
Domains of neurotransmitter diversity
The operations of all neurons can be experimentally established on two domains, space and time, to provide an initial basis for comparative analysis.
Spatial domain maps
As a cellular physiologist interested in broad structural features, I find that most circuits can also be lumped into three general structural categories: (1) hierarchically arranged neurons in chained systematic, or throughput, connections; (2) divergent, single source, multi-targeted connections; and (3) local circuit neurons. Those neurons that contain peptides do not cluster on a simple spatial domain map as though they were functionally equivalent units of a single coherent operational class. Some presumptive peptidergic cells are small interneurons, such as the enkephalin-and neurotensin-containing cells (Bloom 1982) , while others cover significantly broader spatial domains, such as those cells in the CNS and peripheral nervous system which contain vasopressin, somatostatin, substance P, f-endorphin or growth hormonereleasing factor (see Bloom 1984) . Thus, from a spatial domain map, it would not appear that space per se correlates convincingly with the neurochemical diversity of brain messenger molecules.
Temporal domain maps
The temporal domain refers to the period of time over which the action of one neuron influences the activity of its immediate target neurons. This time depends on the firing pattern of the afferent neuron, its conduction velocity and fidelity, and the time course of the actions produced on its postsynaptic targets. Throughput systems tend to be rapidly conducting myelinated systems, whose synaptic actions are concise, on the order of tens of milliseconds, as are the effects of iontophoretically applied amino acids. The time course of local circuit actions would also appear to be concise, although less accurately measured. The divergent monoamine systems, generally built upon fine, unmyelinated axons, conduct slowly, and produce rather longer synaptic events, on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. There are few data that specify the duration of the central synaptic actions mediated by peptidergic systems. An understanding of these differences on the temporal domain will be critical to a more complete conceptualization of transmitter diversity.
Third domain offunction Neuronal systems differ from each other in more ways than can be expressed simply in terms of the spatial and temporal domains in which they operate. At least one additional domain can be approached in this analysis and that domain I have termed, tentatively, as 'energy' (Bloom 1979) . This third domain of neuronal operation defines those functional properties of a transmitter-mediated circuit, i.e. the synaptic mechanisms and their consequences on a given target neuron. This third domain may distinguish transmitters producing passive membrane responses (i.e. those permitting responses to pre-existing electrochemical gradients) from transmitters producing active responses on the membrane and other segments of the target cell (e.g. the activation or inactivation of an enzyme such as a nucleotide cyclase or a protein kinase (Greengard 1978) or an ion-exchange carrier process. Some peptide hormones, particularly VIP (see Morrison & Magistretti 1983) can also act on their central targets through activation of adenylate cyclase. However, this does not seem to be a general feature for most centrally active peptides. Activation of adenylate cyclase clearly perturbs the metabolic equilibrium of a responsive cell, altering many aspects of its function (Bloom 1975 , Nestler & Greengard 1984 . Conventional terms require that such third-domain actions be evaluated by electrophysiology.
Electrophysiological signs of functional diversity GABA or GLY synapses appear most often coupled to mechanisms which increase membrane conductance to ions whose equilibrium potentials are at or more negative than resting membrane potentials. Thus, receptor activation here leads to increased conductance and frequently produces hyperpolarizations (Siggins & Bloom 1981 , Siggins & Zieglgansberger 1981 . For monoamine systems, the data are far from homogeneous. The most consistent evidence holds for the actions of noradrenaline at beta-receptors, where in vivo the action of neurally released noradrenaline is mediated by beta-adrenergic -receptors coupled to adenylate cyclase, and hence according to the 'second messenger' scheme of Sutherland (Bloom 1975 , Nestler & Greengard 1984 ). The effects, as judged by firing rates and trans-membrane effects, are overtly inhibitory, with hyperpolarizations accompanied by increased membrane resistance. The reported electrophysiological analysis of neuropeptide actions includes a very wide spectrum of conventional and non-conventional actions, ranging from the membrane potential and membrane resistance changes of a classical transmitter to much more complex changes in voltage-dependent conductances (Siggins & Zieglgansberger 1981 , Reuter 1983 ).
Conditional actions of transmitters
Frequently, transmitters produce novel actions unlike those of classically conceived transmitters. These unconventional actions suggest that a broader context may be needed for examination of transmitter actions. For example, when the beta-adrenergic effects of locus ceruleus stimulation are examined on other aspects of target cell function in more complex experimental contexts (see Foote et al. 1983) , the effects of the locus ceruleus no longer appear as a deviant form of inhibition. Rather, they appear to fit better the designation of 'biasing' or 'enabling'; the latter is an abstract term indicating that the enabling transmitter (in this example, noradrenaline) can enhance or amplify the effectiveness of other transmitter actions received concurrently by convergent target neurons within the time domain of the enabling circuit's activity (see Bloom 1979 Bloom , 1984 .
These actions of noradrenaline would have been difficult to evaluate if the changes to noradrenaline had been examined alone. To re-explore the issue of time course on the more complex interactions, it may be useful to speak of 'conditional' and 'unconditional' actions. Unconditional actions would refer to those which a given transmitter evokes by itself (i.e. in the absence of other transmitters acting on the common target cell). Conditional actions would include, but would not be limited to, the type of enhancement which is subsumed by 'enabling'. In such a conditional interaction, each transmitter would act at its own postsynaptic transmitter receptor, and would interact on that target cell when both transmitters occupy their receptors simultaneously.
Conditional transmitter actions may well have been overlooked because early experiments had rightly to focus on unconditional effects. However, consider the rapidly growing bodies of actions ascribed to neuropeptides, and in particular the voltage-dependent and ion-sensitive effects they produce (Reuter 1983 ) along with monoamine transmitters. The latter effects will perhaps become more commonly observed as the requirements of in vitro electrophysiological analysis become better defined. The voltage-dependent mechanisms might easily appear as 'no actions' at all, because they often reveal that the application of a neuropeptide produces no observable shift in either membrane potential or membrane resistance when tested at norilal resting membrane potentials levels. However, when the test cell is moved from basal conditions, as by the depolarizing action of a simple amino acid, the resultit depolarization can be reduced or eliminated by the simultaneous application of the saiffe dose of the peptide (Nicoll et al. 1980 , Siggins & Zieglgansberger 1981 . This complex conditional interaction strikes me as essentially antipodal to the enabling response, and so I use for it the term 'disenabling'.
The pairs of neurotransmitters which coexist within certain neurons are a major topic beyond the scope of this paper. Such coexisting pairs, or larger growps of transmitters, may also act in a coordinated manner. Such interactions need not be viewed as simply conditional or unconditional actions. I conceive that one transmitter of a pair could simply initiate an action and the co-released transmitter would then act, inter alia, to terminate that action. In fact, based on actions reported for luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone, substance P or enkephalins, a coexisting peptide could 'enable' or 'disenable' its partner transmitters in some contexts or act as conventional transmitters in others (see Iversen 1983 , Bloom 1984 .
Conclusions
Thus, it can be seen that there are abundant circuits, abundant transmitters and, for each, many classes of chemically-coupled systems exist4o transduce the effects of active transmitter receptors. These receptors can operate either actively or passively, conditionally or unconditionally, over a wide range of time through nonspecific, dependent or independent metabolic events. I view these and other possibilities as reflecting the fact that neurons have a broad but finite and, as yet, incompletely characterized repertoire of molecular responses which messenger molecules can elicit. The power of the chemical vocabulary of such commands lies in their combinatorial capacity to act conditionally and coordinatively and to integrate the temporal and spatial domains within the nervous system.
